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A journey in financial literacy

I spent twenty years doing research in the field 

of financial literacy.

Describing the journey



What we will discuss today

• Research in financial literacy

• Using research to design programs and influence
policy

• Teaching Personal Finance

• Personal Finance for all



Why financial literacy?

• Changes in the pension system: people are now in 
charge of their pension

• Student loans: large increase over time

• Complexity of financial instruments, including new ones 
(crypto assets)

• Easy access to credit, buy now pay later

• Fintech, buy with a click

• Increase in risk



A number to get started

1/3



A number to get started

1/3

• How many people in the US know the ABCs of personal 
finance before age 50

• The proportion of “do not know” responses to many 
financial literacy questions

• How many people were financially fragile before the 
pandemic started



Financial literacy: The ABCs of personal finance 

The Big 3

1. “Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest 
rate was 2% per year.  After 5 years, how much do you think 
you would have in the account if you left the money to grow?”

2. “Imagine that the interest rate on your savings account was 1% 
per year and inflation was 2% per year. After 1 year, with the 
money in this account, would you be able to buy…”

3. “Do you think the following statement is true or false? Buying a 
single company stock usually provides a safer return than a stock 
mutual fund .”

❑ More than $102 
❑ Exactly $102
❑ Less than $102 
❑ Don’t know
❑ Refuse to answer

❑ More than today  
❑ Exactly the same as today
❑ Less than today
❑ Don’t know
❑ Refuse to answer

❑ True
❑ False
❑ Don’t know
❑ Refuse to answer

✔

✔

✔

These are the questions I designed jointly with Olivia Mitchell, known as the “Big Three”.



Financial literacy in America, by age

1/3 of Americans know these 3 basic concepts by age 50, even though many financial 
decisions are made well before that age. Source: 2021 NFCS



Financial literacy by income and education

Source: 2021 NFCS

Financial literacy and 

income …
… and education .



Financial literacy among 15-year-old students

Since 2000, every three years the OECD 
Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) assesses to what extent 
students near the end of their compulsory 
education have acquired the knowledge and 
skills needed to fully participate in society.



2018 PISA Financial Literacy Scale

Average score is higher than U.S. average score at the .05 level of statistical significance.

Average score is lower than U.S. average score at the .05 level of statistical significance.



Who is less financially literate?

• Students from families with low income and educational
attainment

• Those who do not have books at home

• Minorities

Differences in financial literacy start early.



Started a big project to focus on finlit and its effects 

• Design an index of financial literacy

and collected our own data

• Repeat over time

• Focus on areas of need

• Assess impact on financial wellbeing



• The TIAA Institute-GFLEC Personal Finance Index (P-Fin Index) is an annual
barometer of knowledge and understanding which enable sound financial
decision-making and effective management of personal finances.

Measuring personal finance knowledge

• The P-Fin Index relates to common financial
situations that individuals encounter and can be
viewed as a gauge of “working knowledge.”

• In addition to personal finance knowledge, it
provides information on financial well-being
indicators.

• Data is collected since 2016 on a representative
sample of Americans (age 18+).



The index is based on responses to 28 questions, with three or four questions

for each of the eight functional areas (from National Standards for Finlit).

What is unique: 8 functional areas of personal

finance

The P-Fin Index’s 28 questions cover eight functional 

areas:

1. Earning

2. Saving

3. Consuming

4. Investing

5. Borrowing

6. Insuring

7. Comprehending risk

8. Go-to information sources



20232021

20202018

Measuring personal finance knowledge with 28 

questions:  P-Fin Index 

2017

2022

2019



Financial literacy in America: A failing grade

Source: TIAA Institute -GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2023).
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Financial (il )literacy is holding steady

Source: TIAA Institute-GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2017-2022).
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Demographic variation: Age

Source: TIAA Institute -GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2023).

Distribution of correct answers to P-Fin Index questions
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Demographic variation: Women and knowledge

Women

Source: TIAA Institute-GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2023).
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Demographic variation: Racial/Ethnic groups

Source: TIAA Institute-GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2023).

Distribution of correct answers to P-Fin Index questions
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But some changes over time are promising

Source: TIAA Institute -GFLECPersonal Finance Index (2017, 2023).
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What do people know the most and the least



“Calculated risk”?

Source: TIAA Institute -GFLEC Personal Finance Index (2021).

Which of the following indicates the highest probability of getting a particular
disease?

• There is a one-in-twenty chance of getting the disease

• 2% of the population will get the disease

• 25 out of every 1,000 people will get the disease

• Don’t know

• Refuse to answer

Results:

Correct 28%

Incorrect 19%

Don’t Know 53%

No Answer 0%



The costs of financial illiteracy



Financial fragility in America

Long lines at the food 
banks at the start of 
the pandemic!



Financial literacy matters

• is more likely to make ends meet
• is more likely to cope with financial shocks
• is less likely to be debt -constrained
• is more likely to save and plan for retirement

These are indicators of 
financial resilience and 
ultimately well -being .

Who is financially literate:



Those with greater 
financial literacy are 
less likely to be 
financially fragile.

Financial literacy and financial fragility

% who could certainly come up with $2,000 if an 
unexpected need arose within the next month

% of P-Fin questions answered correctly Source: TIAA 
Institute -GFLEC 
Personal Finance 
Index (2023).

<26% 26%-50% 51%-75% 76%-100%

28%

39%

60%

76%



Financial literacy and being constrained by debt

Those with greater 
financial literacy are 
less likely to be debt 
constrained.

% for whom debt and debt payments do not prevent 
adequately addressing other financial priorities

% of P-Fin questions answered correctly
Source: TIAA Institute -
GFLEC Personal 
Finance Index (2023).

<26% 26%-50% 51%-75% 76%-100%

42%
48%

59%
63%



% who have planned for retirement

% of P-Fin questions answered correctly

<26% 26%-50% 51%-75% 76%-100%

22%
26%

43%

63%
Those with greater 
financial literacy are 
more likely to save for 
retirement.

Financial literacy and planning for retirement

Source: TIAA Institute -
GFLEC Personal Finance 
Index (2023).



A simple measure of the cost of financial illiteracy

% of P-Fin questions answered correctly

Source: TIAA Institute -GFLEC 
Personal Finance Index (2023).

Average hours per week spent thinking about and dealing 
with issues and problems related to personal finances

People spend an 
average of 8h per week 
thinking about and 
dealing with financial 
issues and problems. An 
average of 4h per week 
occur at work.
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Workers 
while on 
the job

All adults



• Very low levels of financial literacy

- But the world is changing fast, we need to catch up

• Vulnerable groups

- Promote equality

- Re-image the future after the pandemic

• Large heterogeneity across demographic subpopulations

- One size does not fit all

What we learn from data and research



Interventions need to be far-reaching

Large and scalable programs are needed to change the statistics

1. Financial education in school and college

2. Financial education in the workplace

3. Financial education in the local community (libraries, museums,

theaters); e.g., financial education office in the city hall

A case for making financial education mandatory ?



GFLEC :  another step in the journey

Putting research at work

Please, add here small 
below a journey on a 
mountain. It should be a 
difficult path



GFLEC initiative: Fast Lane for fin edu in high school

• Provides research -based guidance
and support for (1) students,  (2)
teachers,  (3) school administrators,
(4) parents/guardians, (5) policy
makers, and (6) community
members

• A resource center with tailored
toolkits

• Making sure young people are on
the fast lane to financial prosperity

fastlane -education.org



Fin edu for college employees: the Dartmouth Project

Dartmouth project:

• We designed a program that targeted
individuals who wanted to save but were
limited by a lack of knowledge.

• Development of a comprehensive, cost -
effective plan to improve participation in
and contribution to Supplementary
Retirement Accounts (SRAs).

• Step-by-step planning aid. Reducing
enrollment process into small
manageable steps.

Published the results in a book (Lusardi, 2008)



Financial education for Millennials

Program :

● Covered 5 basic concepts for financial planning

● Targeted to young workers

● It is a story (narrative or video)

- We put together a team of researchers from different

fields : Economics, psychology, and linguistics

- We evaluated its effectiveness

“Five  Steps to  Plann ing Success. Expe rim enta l Evidence  from  U.S. Households”, Lusard i e t a l., Oxford  Review of Econom ic 

Policy, Vol. 30, 4, 2014, pp  697–724



Fin edu for big firms: our research reaches the 

New York Stock Exchange 

We built a toolkit for NYSE to promote 
financial education in the workplace



Museum of saving in Italy

A museum where to learn about money



A national strategy for financial literacy in Italy

I chair the Italian Committee for Financial
Education in charge of designing a national
strategy for financial literacy .

We built a financial education portal
(www .quellocheconta .gov.it ), which
provides rigorous and unbiased sources of
information .

We provide guidelines for financial
education for young and adults .

We are evaluating our national campaign .

http://www.quellocheconta.gov.it/


Mandatory financial education in school

• Italy just passed a law
mandating financial
education in school

• Mandatory financial
education in schools could
help alleviate inequality and
the costs of mistakes.

By democratizing knowledge, we ensure that no one is left behind .



My best project: Personal Finance courses at GW! 

• Started a Personal Finance course
at GW in 2012

• I now teach both undergraduate
and graduate students

• Based on data and research

• Take into consideration the large
differences across students



Personal Finance courses at GW, cont. 

• We start each class with a statistics
from the P -Fin Index

• Encourage female students to
participate in class

• Relevant case studies

• Require a project

• Discuss policy implications



The Minister of finance of Chile taught a class



Students have benefitted from the course



It’s time to teach personal finance in every college/ university!



Personal Finance for all

Take care of your finances

Aim for an excellent credit score (your GPA 
for personal finance)

Build and keep a buffer stock of savings

Make good use of time

Invest in education 

Invest in financial markets

Take advantage of your employer’s 
benefits

Maximize tax benefits

Deal with inflation and plan accordingly

Manage risk

Ten steps to financial freedom

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Take care of your finances

How:

• Dedicate time each week to your personal

finances, even 10 -15 min will do

• Keep track of expenses

• Read about this topic, improve your

financial literacy



Aim for an excellent credit score

Build a credit history and keep track of your score, it will save you a lot 



Build and keep a buffer stock of savings

It is very important to have emergency savings

• Save small amounts regularly

• Rebuild the stock if you spend it out

• Avoid using debt or credit cards to deal with
shocks

• Having $2000 can go a long way to prevent
financial stress

Please, add the picture of 
people and a problem with 
their car which need to be 
recovered



Make good use of time

All young people have a great resource: time

• Start saving as soon as possible

• Interest rates compound over time

• Time is money!



Invest in education

Invest in your talents and in financial knowledge

• Education has a good return, in particular in

certain fields

• Many jobs of the future have not been invented

yet, invest in skills that make you adaptable to

changes



From one of the Founding Fathers

“An investment in knowledge pays the 
best interest”

- Benjamin Franklin



Invest in financial markets

Learn to invest

• Grow your wealth by investing in financial

markets

• Diversified index funds are what academics

recommend

• Do not put all of your eggs in one basket

• Pay attention to fees

• There is no free lunch, higher return – higher risk



Take advantage of employer’s and tax benefits

The government and employers can help you save 

These types of tax -advantaged retirement accounts can be:

Tax-deferred until withdrawal ( pre -tax Traditional contribution )

Tax-exempt (after tax “Roth” contribution )  retirement accounts grow 
tax-free.

Employer -sponsored Not employer -sponsored

401(k)s IRAs



More on employer’s benefits

• An employer -sponsored retirement account, like a

401(k), can help you save more through the employer’s

match.

• Imagine that you are a single person earning $50,000 a

year and that your employer matches your contribution

100% up to 4% of your salary:

$50,000  x  .04 =  $2,000

Do not leave money on the table!



Deal with inflation and plan accordingly

• When prices go up, your wealth
buys fewer goods

• It is important to grow your
wealth faster than inflation, or
you become poorer

• Keep track of your budget



Manage risk

• There are many events that can derail our journey

• Protect yourselves for rainy days and more

• Learn about insurance products



Main objective of personal finance

What is the objective of a Personal Finance course?

It is a happiness project!



The journey continues

But aim high!



Financial literacy is like water in an ecosystem

• One of many ingredients needed for one’s financial life to flourish

• It is an essential component (i.e., the foundation), but people do not have
enough of it

Financial literacy is like the water in an ecosystem



• Just as we ensure access to clean water to protect quality of life, we must
provide people with the resources and skills needed to be more financially
resilient, more financially secure, and less worried about their future .

Living well



Thank you!

For more info visit www.gflec.org.

Follow us on social media and stay informed.

If you have any questions, please send them to alusardi@gwu.edu.

mailto:alusardi@gwu.edu
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